POLICY RECOMMENDATION
Rescinding S73-19 “FACULTY PERSONNEL RECORDS”

Resolved: That S73-19 be rescinded and S12-2 be corrected to indicate that it “replaced” rather than “amended” S73-12.

Rationale: S12-2 updated this 1973 policy but mistakenly said it “amended” S73-19 instead of stating it was “rescinding and replacing” the policy. Professional Standards has researched the two policies and determined that the newer version (S12-2) was indeed intended to replace S73-19 in toto.

Approved: October 14, 2019.

Vote: 10-0-0

Present: He, Riley, Chin, Cargill, Peter, Monday, Kumar, Mahendra, Kemnitz, Birrer

Absent: None

Financial Impact: No direct impacts

Workload Impact: No direct impact